	
  

PRESS RELEASE

|| Sunesys and Pavlov Media Form Partnership for Increased, High-Bandwidth Network
Connectivity in Georgia ||
March 23, 2015 (Warrington, PA) – Sunesys, LLC, a premium telecom service provider of Private Line Ethernet, Dark Fiber, Wavelength and IP solutions, has formed a
partnership with Pavlov Media to bring increased connectivity solutions into Georgia-based MDUs (multi-dwelling units). Headquartered out of Illinois, Pavlov Media is the
largest private provider of broadband services in the MDU (multi-dwelling unit) space offering Internet and cable television to hundreds of apartments, condos and student
housing sites across the nation.
Recently, Sunesys installed a SunEP Managed Private Ethernet solution for Pavlov Media in order to expand bandwidth offerings for their end users. The SunEP 1 Gbps
solution connects a Kennesaw-based housing location back to the 56 Marietta data center location in Atlanta, GA. The 100% dedicated, private network allows Sunesys to
offer a unique solution to Pavlov Media, which ultimately allows them to better service the needs of their customers and provide increased connectivity beyond the scope of a
traditional provider. The 1 Gig WAN solution is backed by a secure network which passes through no public Central Offices, switches or routers and affords a solution that is
both reliable and scalable to help build a positive tenant experience on the front end.
Mark Scifres, CEO of Pavlov Media on the connection: “As a leader in the MDU broadband arena, we continue to push the boundaries of bandwidth to well surpass the needs
TM
and expectations of our customers. We strive to make the fastest networks available and through state-of-the-art products such as our Tesseractiv content delivery network,
we are succeeding. The high-bandwidth fiber connectivity that the Sunesys solution provides is yet another piece to the larger puzzle of building a national Internet backbone
presence, supporting 1 Gbps and beyond, that maximizes our customer experience.”
Patrick Minogue, Business Development Manager of Carrier Sales continues, “We are excited about the partnership with Pavlov Media. As Sunesys continues to expand our
metro footprint as well as provide interregional connectivity through our SunTran network, partnerships with premier enterprises such as Pavlov Media allow us to expand our
footprint and ultimately service the needs of thousands of customers worldwide. For carrier network providers seeking dedicated, high-speed connectivity, Sunesys offers an
ideal foundation to transport IP offerings at limitless bandwidth, ensuring best-in-class service with a cohesive end-user experience.”
Sunesys, headquartered in Pennsylvania, currently operates over 9,000 fiber route miles in ten states across the country. Sunesys’ entire footprint can be viewed online at
www.sunesys.com/network-maps/ or by downloading the Sunesys App, available for iPhone and Android devices.

About Sunesys, LLC
Sunesys is a leading provider of premium bandwidth services and private fiber optic networks. We own, operate, and maintain our own high density fiber optic network in major metropolitan areas across
the U.S. Sunesys offers a comprehensive suite of tailored, high capacity, facilities-based network services coupled with superior industry expertise, service, and support. Sunesys provides
telecommunications services and private fiber optic networks in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Georgia, Florida
and California.
Sunesys is a subsidiary of Quanta Services, Inc. (NYSE: PWR). Quanta Services safely provides engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) services for
comprehensive infrastructure needs in the electric power and oil and natural gas industries and is the premier provider in the industries it serves.
For more information or to be contacted about Sunesys services, please visit http://www.sunesys.com.

About Pavlov Media
Pavlov Media is headquartered in Champaign, IL and offers broadband and television services nationally. The company provides fiber services on its national backbone
network, delivering speeds up to ten Gigabit (10,000Mbps). Pavlov Media specializes in private Internet Protocol networks designed, constructed and operated by a
team of dedicated professionals from the multifamily real estate industry. Pavlov Media adds value to properties and businesses by delivering IP products that enhance
customer satisfaction and protect assets. For more information, visit www.pavlovmedia.com.
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